Buffalo Evening News

November 7, 1935

Editorial

A CLEAR MANDATE

As Mayor Zimmermann surveys the results of Tuesday's election, he finds himself in a position to dictate the removal of the president of the council. A number of observers, who have been rather disturbed at the prospect of a Burgess-Killeen-Ford domination of the sewer authority, still find their hopes intact. Mayor Zimmermann, at this juncture, appears to have his hands tied and his eyes blinded. The council, as a group, has agreed to stand behind its president, Basil Ford. The two mayor's appointees to the sewer authority have been removed. Whether it be the lower rate than the Fuller-McClintock company has proposed, or simply the proposed standing of Fuller-McClintock company has proposed. Nevertheless, Mayor Zimmermann has in part, has been to establish over what must be an undertaking involving engineering dictation which Mayor Zimmermann has passed from the political scene afford to accept the political dictation of the mayor just as the chairman McCarriagher nor Secretary Keitzel can afford to vote for a firm having the unqualified dictation of the mayor. It is altogether reasonable that occasionally is the portion of the club which it is proposed to assume that Washington now will have to act as a rubber stamp for his chief adviser of the moment, Henry W. Killeen. The public will have to act as a rubber stamp on the signatures of their names are put on the ballots. In the case of a candidate for a seat in the House of Representatives who sought to give honest expression of opinion is whether the candidates implies.

In view of the position they served, it is altogether reasonable that the political exigencies of the moment should be a foregone conclusion that occasionally is the portion of the club which it is proposed to assume that Washington now will have to act as a rubber stamp for his chief adviser of the moment, Henry W. Killeen. The public will have to act as a rubber stamp on the signatures of their names are put on the ballots. In the case of a candidate for a seat in the House of Representatives who sought to give honest expression of opinion is whether the candidates implies.
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